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ABSTRACT 
 
 

An additional verification of bundled software (BS) SAPFIR_95&RC [1] and code 
KORSAR/GP [2] was performed. Both software products were developed in A.P. Alexandrov 
NITI and certified by Rostekhnadzor of RF for numeric simulation of stationary, transitional and 
emergency conditions of VVER reactors.  

A benchmark model for neutronics calculations was created within the limits of this 
work. The cold subcritical state of VVER -1000 reactor stationary fuelling was simulated on the 
basis of FA with an increased height of the fuel column (TVS-2М) considering detailed 
presentation of radial and front neutron reflectors. A case of passing of pure condensate slug 
through the core in initially deep subcritical state during start of the first RCP set after refueling 
was considered as an examined condition of reactor operation. A relatively small size of the slug, 
its spatial position near the reflectors (lower and lateral), as well as failure of the inserted control 
rods of the control and protection system (CPS CR) to reach the lower limit of the fuel column 
stipulate for methodical complexity of a correct calculation of the neutron multiplication 
constant (КBeffB) using engineering codes.  

Code RC was used as a test program in the process of reactor calculated 3-D modeling. 
Code MCNP5 [3] was used as the precision program, which solves the equation of neutrons 
transfer by Monte-Carlo method and which was developed in the US (Los-Alamos).  

As a result of comparative calculations dependency of КBeffB on two parameters was 
evaluated – boron acid concentration (CBbB) and CPS CR position. Reactivity effect was evaluated, 
which is implemented as a result of failure of all CPS control rods to reach the lower fuel limit 
calculated using the engineering codes mentioned above.  
 
 

1. SOFTWARE 
 
 

Bundled software SAPFIR_95&RC includes a code of preparation of few-group 
diffusion constants (SAPFIR_95), and a code of calculation of reactor neutronics in 3-D 
geometry with few-group diffusion approximation considering burn-up (RC). The diffusion 
equation in a reactor problem is solved on a finite-difference mesh with 6 or 24 points for each 
assembly. The structure of the lateral reflector is formed by a set of triangular prisms. A 
possibility of correction of lacing conditions is provided on the boundary between the core and 
reflector, which imitates current and neutron flux step. Correcting coefficients are selected on the 
basis of benchmark calculations of assembly-to-assembly and pin-to-pin energy release. 



Code KORSAR/GP is used in the problems of numeric simulation of stationary, 
transitional and emergency conditions of VVER reactor plants. It includes a software module 
ensuring 3-D modeling of neutron kinetics.  

Main characteristics of code MCNР5: 
- the code allows one to set any geometrically complicated 3-D systems, to solve the 

equation of neutrons transfer using Monte-Carlo method, and taking this into account to 
calculate neutrons effective multiplication factor on the basis of evaluated nuclear data. As code 
MCNP5 uses a detailed section stroke of neutron and nuclides interaction, the following data on 
reaction sections were used: 

- for fuel rods (fuel rods, gadolinium fuel rods) – files of evaluated nuclear data 
(ENDF/B-VI, JENDL-3.2) processed with help of code NJOY; 

- files describing water properties in the neutron thermalization area – library DLC-220 
(ENDF/B-VI, revision 8). 

Preparation of constants for code MCNP5 was carried out with help of code NJOY 
using nuclear data ENDF/B-VI.  

Calculations of some states of VVER-1000 core were performed using codes RC, 
KORSAR/GP and MCNР5. Preparation of nuclear data libraries was performed using codes 
SAPFIR_95 and NJOY. Calculation of isotope content was carried out using code SAPFIR_95. 

 
 

2. CALCULATION PROCEDURE  
 
 

The approximation used for solving the neutron transfer equation is used as a rule in 
codes of engineering class, to which BS SAPFIR_95&RC namely belongs, which allows one to 
perform calculations rather quickly and with a high accuracy. The calculation accuracy of the 
required functionals is determined by the certification for the software tool. However, the 
existing possibilities of experimental studies are limited due to the high cost or technical 
difficulties of implementation of the experiment itself. Precision-class programs may be of help 
here, to which programs on the basis of Monte-Carlo method belong. The peculiarity of the 
method is absence of a methodical mistake as such, and inaccuracy of the results is determined 
by the volume of statistics on neutrons background accumulated during the calculation. At the 
same time the limitation here is verification of only stationary conditions by КBeffB. 

The results of this test are intended to be used as additional verification of engineering 
codes in the problems which allow one to simulate creation of local critical masses in WWER-
1000 core. These problems are characterized by a high nonuniformity of multiplying, 
decelerating and absorbing properties of the medium, which is a problem field for diffusion 
approximation. 

As the main part of calculations from the side of engineering codes will be performed 
using BS SAPFIR_95&RC, the obtained results are also intended for the field of applicability of 
code KORSAR/GP. This approach is determined by the identity of the way of description of the 
neutronics model, neutron transfer in diffusion approximation is solved in the reactor equation. 
In their work both programs use the few-group constants library, prepared using code 
SAPFIR_95, which allows one to exclude the constant component of the results uncertainty. 

A benchmark model of WWER reactor core was developed for testing programs 
considering the maximum use of the programs potentials. The model was developed on the basis 
of an 18-month fuel cycle of Unit 3 of Kalinin NPP for the beginning of the work of the 
stationary fuel loading. Distribution of fuel burn-up along the reactor height was obtained from 
the calculation using code RC for the beginning of the work of the stationary fuel loading. Be 
means of averaging of the burn-up values (MW·day/kgU) within ten FA calculation layers a 
burn-up model was obtained on all FAs in the core symmetry sector (sixty degrees). Further on, 
the fuel isotope content was calculated using code SAPFIR_95 under average parameters of 



work of fuel loading – fuel temperature, boron acid concentration and water. It should be pointed 
out that BS SAPFIR_95&RC and code MCNP5 are used in the comparative analysis, in which 
preparation of constants is performed independently, so the content and efficiency of fragments 
of isotope P

235
PU may differ being an additional reason for uncertainty of the obtained results. In 

order to avoid it a correction was made in the obtained isotope content in compliance with the 
type of fuel – fission fragments were replaced with effective concentration of isotope P

10
PB.  

The main object of studies using the developed model was the spatially localized critical 
mass, developed by the nucleus of the coolant de-borated slug in the core. The methodical 
complexity and error of the calculation of the multiplication factor using engineering codes RC 
and KORSAR/GP is stipulated by a relatively small size of the slug, its location near the 
reflectors (lower and lateral), as well as by the fact that inserted CPS CR fail to reach the lower 
limit of the fuel column.  

The emergency condition was analyzed using KORSAR/GP, which was accompanied 
by formation of a pure condensate slug with its further getting into the core [4]. Figure 1 presents 
an outline of the calculational model of the core FA. The condition was analyzed in the initial 
state after refueling considering incomplete covering of the fuel by the absorber. Figure 2 shows 
a typical spatial distribution of СH B3BBOB3B in the core at the time of development of the local critical 
mass in the core slug nucleus which consists of the lower part of some FAs near the core 
periphery. Thus, a simplified simulation was carried out in comparison with the real process 
simulation using BS KORSAR/GP (figure 2), but close to it (as far as codes MCNP5 and 
SAPFIR_95&RC will allow) in terms of boron distribution in the coolant and burn-up 
distribution in the fuel. Geometry of FA, front and radial reflectors, reactor CPS control rods 
were described in the calculational model in detail according to the design. For simplification it 
is assumed that the absorbing part of CPS control rod fully consists of boron carbide. The 
reflector in the calculational model is the reactor core baffle minutely modeled in the section at 
the level of the core fuel part in compliance with the design. The reactor plant initial state used in 
simulation of the core corresponds to the “cold state” at zero power level. Boron acid 
concentration is 16 g/kg. A fragment of the model of the upper part of FA with CPS CR under 
emergency protection condition is presented in figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – View of FA model 
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Figure 2 - Condition with PC slug 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3 – Fragment of core FA model  
(CPS CR in the uppermost position) 
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All calculations using code MCNP5 were performed in the 360-degree view of the core. 
During submersion of CPS CR to the lowermost position, the fuel and absorber lower butt-ends 
will be located in different horizontal planes due to design features of TVS-2М – the absorber 
butt-end will be above that of the fuel. Due to the so-called absorber failure to reach the required 
position the absorber is absent in FA lower part (its size is 184-196 mm) after EP actuation. 
Safety of this failure was specifically substantiated in RP design [4]. Calculations of neutronics 
characteristics of the stationary fuel loading were performed during division of the core into 10 
layers along the height.  

 
 

3. CALCULATION RESULTS 
 

3.1 Core model calculations  
 
Reactor state was studied with two CPS CR positions– all rods are at the upper limit 

switch and all the rods fully cover the fuel column height. In addition, variation of homogeneous 
absorber (boric acid) concentration varying from 0 up to 16 g/kg was simulated.  

Figure 4 represents calculation results. Table 1 gives calculation results KBeffB for the 
states corresponding to CPS CR position at the upper limit switch. Table 2 gives numerical 
values of calculation resultsB BKBeff B of the reactor state, corresponding to CPS CR bottom position.   
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Figure 4 -   K BeffB versus boric acid concentration 



 
 

Table 1 

Calculation КBeffB 

СBH3BO3 B

, g/kg 
RC MCNP 

Δ Brel B, % 

0 1,225 1,232 -0,5 

5 1,114 1,116 -0,2 

10 1,025 1,023 0,2 

16 0,939 0,935 0,4 

 
Table 2 

Calculation КBeffB 

СBH3BO3 B

, g/kg 
RC MCNP 

Δ Brel B, % 

0 1,150 1,151 -0,1 

5 1,048 1,046 0,2 

10 0,967 0,962 0,5 

16 0,887 0,881 0,7 
 

3.2 Simulation of control and protection system rod failure to reach the fuel lower 
boundary  

 
To assess reactivity effect realized as a result of CPS CR failure to reach the fuel stack 

lower boundary (FLB), the reactor state was simulated in terms of  CPS CR position  in respect 
to the core bottom. Position of CPS CR end-pieces being at 30 cm height from FLB was 
simulated. 

Calculation of CPS CR failure to reach against concentration of boric acid, core-axially  
stirred in homogeneous way  in the primary coolant, is carried out using code MCNP5 . Motion 
of rods took place with reactor critical state characterized by neutron multiplication factor that  is 
equal to  unity (critical boric acid concentration is equal to 11,6 g/kg). The estimates have shown 
that in such a scenario CPS CR failure to reach 30 cm height from FLB gives a negligible value 
of reactivity effect comparable with a calculation error. In connection with this, changes in the 
models have been made involved in adding approximated  simulation of the  case with boric acid 
dilution under formation of pure condensate slug in the core – coolant layer  with decreased 
boric acid concentration over the entire core section was added into calculational model. The 
height of the given layer corresponds to the height of two FA lower layers (thirty seven 
centimeters, each). Boric acid concentration in the added layer varied till reaching the reactor 
critical state with  CPS CR being at the upper limit switch. The value of boric acid concentration 
obtained in such a way in  the FA lower layers amounted to 9,8 g/kg. In this case, boric acid 
concentration in the rest part of the core was 16 g/kg.  

Considering the given state as initial, CPS CR core axial motion was simulated. Position 
of end switches of CPS CR at 30 cm height from FLB was simulated. Calculations results are 
given in Table 3. 



Table 3 - Calculation КBeff B 

Calculations results, КBeffB Height from 
FLB, cm 

MCNP RC  
Δ Brel B, % 

370 0,9997 0,9995 -0,02 

Worth of inserted 
CPS CRs, dK/K % 

(calculation 
MCNP5) 

Worth of inserted 
CPS CRs, dK/K %
(calculation RC) 

0 0,9369 0,9440 0,76 -6,3 -5,5 
15 0,9445 0,9485 0,42 -5,5 -5,1 
30 0,9636 0,9639 0,03 -3,6 -3,6 

From the estimates it is seen that difference between the results has a certain dependence 
and it is governed by the reactivity value under study. Maximum difference by Δ Brel B does not 
exceed 0,8 %, relative. Moreover, engineering code SAPFIR_95*RC is seen to give a 
conservative result in case of insertion of negative reactivity with inserted CPS CRs having 
different value of failure to reach -  from 0 to 28 cm.  This conservatism is determined by 
underestimation using SAPFIR_95&RC approximately by 13 % relative (5,5/6,3=0,87) of 
complete worth of CPS CR whereas increase in failure to reach from 0 to 30 cm compensates 
this underestimation (3,6/3,6=1). It shows a satisfactory accuracy of calculation using code 
KORSAR /GP. 

3.3 Simulation of passing a pure condensate slug  via the core 

To assess reactivity effect  realized as a result of passing a pure condensate slug via the 
core a calculational model is created  that simulates  boric acid  dilution  in the coolant of core 
axial and radial  area singled out. The area  with decreased boric acid  concentration is simulated  
being approximated to Figure 2 to a certain extent by the results of simulation  of the accident 
using KORSAR/GP [4]. The slug height corresponds to the lower half of the core. In the initial 
state boric acid concentration amounts to 16 g/kg. Two states that reflect the accident scenario 
were considered: boric acid concentration – 6 and 3,8 g/kg in "the slug", whereas in other part of 
the reactor core – 16 g/kg. In this case, change of boric acid concentration did not cover the 
reflector area (core baffle). Figure 5 shows the type of calculational model simulating a pure 
condensate slug in the core cross-section. Fuel assemblies (9 pieces) with passing pure 
condensate slug being in white color were simulated.  

 
Figure 5 - Type of calculational model simulating pure condensate 

slug in the core cross-section.  



Table 4 gives calculations results of reactivity effect under change of boric acid 
concentration in the slug  area.  

Таблица 4  

Results of calculations, КBeffB СBH3BO3 B,  
g/kg  

MCNP RC 
Δ Brel B, % 

16,0 0,9350 0,9393 0,46 

Reactivity effect 
dK/K, % 

(calculation 
MCNP5) 

Reactivity effect 
dK/K, % 

(calculation RC) 

6,0 1,0324 1,0331 0,01 10,4 10,0 
3,8 1,0701 1,0682 -0,20 14,5 13,7 

From the results it follows that maximum difference of the result by ΔBrel B is observed 
with boric acid concentration 16 g/kg and does not exceed 0,5 %. Moreover, it is seen that 
engineering code RC gives nonconservatively decreased results of positive reactivity insertion 
with increase in a degree of slug deboration in comparison with the standard (MCNP5). 
However, the degree of this non-conservativeness is small and under increase in slug deboration 
over the possible range of its variation is from 4 rel. % (at СBH3BO3 Bdecrease in a slug to 6,0 g/kg) 
to 6 rel. % (at СBH3BO3 Bdecrease in a slug to 3,8 g/kg). It demonstrates a satisfactory accuracy of 
calculation using code KORSAR/ GP and also shows the degree of simulation of necessary 
conservatism for error compensation.  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
Benchmark model has been created for neutronics calculations of equilibrium fuel 

loading of a 18-month fuel cycle of VVER-1000 reactor on the basis of FA with the increased 
height of fuel stack (TVS-2M).  The model is considered as a tool for verification of computer 
codes. It corresponds to a cold reactor subcritical state, takes into account presence of end-face 
and radial neutron reflectors. Precision calculations were conducted using code MCNP5 (Monte 
Carlo method). Comparative analysis of the estimates uses engineering code package (CP) 
SAPFIR_95*RC certified for design neutronics calculations of VVER RP.  

Neutronics module of code KORSAR/GP is identical to code RC, involved in the 
structure of code package SAPFIR_95*RC, in methodical point of view. Identity of procedures 
enables to hold true conclusions to accuracy of calculated values for RP steady states to the 
characteristics of code package KORSAR/GP. The  conclusions to the difference of calculated 
values of precision code MCNP5 are referred to KORSAR/GP and RC, respectively.   

The assessment of dependence of КBeff B on two parameters is performed - boric acid 
concentration and CPS CR position (61 CPS CRs, simultaneous motion of all groups).  

As a result of  comparative calculations using benchmark model  it has been obtained 
that:  

- insertion of negative reactivity by increasing boric acid concentration, under 
unchanged positions of CPS CR, shows  a good accuracy of the considered engineering code 
packages; 

- in simulating CPS CR failure to reach with the slug uniformly distributed over the 
core cross-section, underestimation of complete worth of CPS CR is observed approximately by 
13 rel. % (at zero CPS CR failure to reach) using engineering CPs whereas the increase in failure 
to reach 30 cm compensates this underestimation; 

- simulation of CPS CR failure to reach FLB with the slug  located in several FAs, 
gives less conservative values of reactivity inserted using engineering CPs in case of increasing a 
degree of the slug deboration. However, the degree of this non-conservativeness is small and 
under increasing slug deboration over a possible range of its change amounts to 4 – 6 rel. % and 
meets the conservatism laid down in the analysis of a specific condition with PC slug.   



So, satisfactory accuracy of calculation of inserted reactivity value using code 
KORSAR/GP for the condition with a pure condensate slug has been demonstrated as well as the 
level of necessary conservatism  under its simulation has been shown. 
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